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Their Blood on our Hands, but not on Our Lands 
Cy Burchenay'Editoria ls Editor In the contem- stateside. . . Hitchens said his safeword and released the clamp he 

porary American Furthermore, the appalling conditions that prison- was holding to show his forfeit. He had no memory 
lexicon, few words carry as much baggage as Guantana- ers are held in in Guantanamo would be addressed and whatsoever of doing this. He acted without think-
mo. The name brings thoughts of terror suspects tortured likely corrected by transfer to an American institution. ing, said things that he knew would get his tortures to 
and kept in inhumane conditions, and harkens back to The CIA, the American agency most responsible for the stop without remembering. He claimed that before the 
a paranoid America following 9/11. The pariah that is torture of foreign combatants and terror suspects, is not interrogation he was not an anxious person, but in the 
Gitmo has been condemned by many politicians, most authorized to operate inside the US of its own volition. • weeks following would wake at night with the feeling of 
of whom vow to shut it down and transfer its detain- This geographic barrier would prote~t these men from drowning. This proves that these tactics are ineffective 
ees back to the US. This is a crucial step in improving illegal, inhumane, activities. As I wrote in the early at producing the truth, and are needlessly harmful to 
America's image abroad. If America is truly a city upon January 2015 issue of the Lance, a few weeks after the those who undergo them; physically, emotionally, and 
a hill, then Guantanamo detentions must be ended. release of the CIA torture report; psychologically. The CIA is torturing prisoners at secret 

The primary argument against transferring Gitmo In 2008 Christopher Hitchens wrote an article for prisons around the world that exist outside of both the 
detainees to the US is that no American prison is ap- Vanity Fair about waterboarding, and whether or not law and the sight of the public. 
propriately equipped to handle such dangerous suspects. it was torture. To write the article Hitchens subjected . The potential to correct some of America's longest 
This concern is made irrelevant by the simple fact that himself to water boarding at the hands of professionals standing human rights violations, and remove a stain on 
ADX Florence, AKA Supermax, in Colorado already trained to perform waterboarding on US soldiers as a America's image abroad must be addressed. The over-
hosts such dangerous YIPs as attempted terrorists. ADX form of stress testing. Seeing as the title of the article sight of a domestic federal agency, the Federal Bureau 
Florence would likely be the replacement for Gitmo. is "Believe Me, Its Torture", I don t need to detail his of Prisons, on American soil would guarantee ethical 
The prison currently holds Cartel leaders, serial killers, opinion. Hitchens article isn t important just because of treatment of men that are entitled to respect and good 
domestic terrorists, foreign terrorists, mafia bosses, and his opinion, or even the fact that he subjected himself conditions. 
CIA and FBI double agents and traitors. America has to water boarding, but because of what he did during More than simply a good idea, it is a just one to 
the prison infrastructure to move Guantanamo detaiitees the ordeal and in the weeks after it. During the process transfer prisoners back stateside. 

Primaries Function as Primary Source of Conservative Woe 
/, The Grand Old Party, or GOP, sits at the crossroads of And that's why Kasich is still in play. Even though he's well behind Trump and Cruz -- even 

Zach Strauch / Edito r-in-Chie f . its existence. It's somewhere in the middle of nowhere, Marco Rubio, the Florida senator who dropped out of the race about a month ago-- Kasich would 
and it's becoming increasingly separated from its liberal · function as a legitimate threat in a general election against Hillary Clinton or Bernie Sanders, the 

counterpart that passed through the same territory decades ago. Ronald Reagan, the Bush family, Vermont senator who, if not for a severe deficiency in superdelegates (he has a measly 38, which 
Richard Nixon, and Theodore Roosevelt have defined the classic, historical, and traditional view is dwarfed by Clinton's 502), would be in a significantly closer race with Clinton. Both Trump 
of the Republican Party. But as we approach the waning months before the Republican Conven- and Cruz, according to the. vast majority of polls, would be facing an uphill battle against either 
tion in Cleveland, Ohio, Donald Trump, Ted Cruz, and John Kasich are commandeering its ugly Democratic candidate. 
transformation. Kasich isn't the only name that bears intrigue, though. Mitt Romney, former governor of Mas-

Growing pains are an inadequate excuse for the diabolical, flaming, urirelenting mess of a sachusetts, could be tossed on the ticket; Rubio could re-enter the presidential picture; Wisconsin 
primary season that the GOP has had. Sizes of particular body parts, border walls, religious view- Gov. Scott Walker, who ended his bid for the Oval Office months ago, could reposition himself 
points, guns, Antonin Scalia, and far too much banter about -- in the eyes of the candidates who as a fixture of the Republican establishment. The list drags on and on. There are a multitude of 
currently stand in and those who've dropped out of the unfortunate, disgusting marathon-- Barack possibilities. 
Obama's "failed" presidency have domi.tl.ated debate points and interview discussions since the But a contested convention, which could effectively dispose of primary and caucus results 
madness !pcked off last August. collected over the past couple of months, is becoming a legitimate possibility; a lurking threat to 

But as polls close in states across the country- votes being individually tallied, lights being Trump and Cruz. Primaries and caucuses, which are in essential terms, the first round of voting 
extinguished in high school gymnasiums and university polling rooms --the Republican nominee -- the first ballot, so to speak-- have thus far yielded no clear victor, but several states (California, 
is still unknown, and no one is exactly heading the charge. After New York's primary on April19, New Jersey, and Washington, to name a few) still await their turn to vote. A contested convention, 
which was swallowed by Donald Trump in a landslide, 733 delegates remained. The winner, who which is also referred to as a brokered convention, would serve as a second ballot for delegates; 
needs to gather 1,237 delegates for nomination, could only mathematically be Donald Trump or an additional opportunity for the Republican establishment to whittle out a noteworthy candidate. 
the Texas senator. Trump needs 392; Cruz needs 678. There's no margin of error for either man, Delegates credited to candidates that have dropped out of the race-- especially the 171 that Sena-
but Trump has an edge. tor Rubio owns-- can realign themselves with different candidates, regardless of how people in 

If neither one can garner the necessary number of delegates to secure nomination, the party their state voted. If a winner fails to be declared after a second round, a third round of balloting 
will, in essence, be forced to enter the controversial grime of a contested convention. Critics of will take place. A nominee must be discerned by the end of the four-day debacle. 
this method outline that it waters down and minimire~ the voice of the American people, particu- If April, May, and June flow past and neither Trump or Cruz has broken the threshold of 1,237 
larly registered Republicans and those who ventured to caucus and primary stations to support delegates, the first contested convention in 40 years- when Gerald Ford held off Ronald Reagan 
their candidate of choice. Many believe that the candidate with the most delegates -- regardless of in 1976 -- will be initiated. Pundits, general political enthusiasts, journalists from every reach 
whether they secure the 50 percent, plus one delegate, necessary-- should receive the nomination. of the world, and the American people will crane their necks toward Northeast Ohio. Definitely 
That's why, even despite Trump's repeated calls for them to do so, the Republican Party-- particu- chaos, almost certainly history, potentially intelligence, and utter bitterness and carnage will con
larly elected officials-- is reluctant to band behind him as their nominee. They don't trust that he'll trol the political landscape. Four days of absolute madness and insanity will replace a year of it, 
be able to acquire the nomination through typical means, and they want to avoid looking foolish and th_e result may entirely destroy the GOP or amend its complexion entirely. 
for backing a candidate that could potentially lose in a contested convention. 


